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This paperl traces the development of input frcm the black
community of a shall southern city into the decision-making,
administration and resource allocation of the local school district.
The approaches taken by blacks and by the traditional interests in
the district to express their respective interests during this
development are analyzed, and their effects on the school district
and on relations between the community and the schools are examined.
FOr the black population as a 'group' in a plural situation (see
Smith 1974), gaining more voice in school affairs has required
significant changes in the social order of the district. The
traditionally subordinate place of blacks in the schools has been
a part of social relations in the larger cJmmunity and of the
political and symbolic relations between the community and the
educational system. The school system has bean an important site
in the social structure of' the community, expressing and embodying
a frame for social organization in terms of black and white distinc-
tions and oppositions. The district's value is therefore highly
symbolic and political as well as academic, economic, or for voca-
tional considerations.

Because of these .values of the schools in :the community,
the district has been an arena for conflic-:. between blacks and
whites over the basic organization of social. relations. The resources
applied by blacks in pursuit of change have had same costs for that
group and for the schools. However, the character of the school
system and the political situation forming the context for district
action allowed traditional interests to pursue forms of resistance
which accentuated the costs of change and reorganization. The
results of the processes of change and resistance have affected the
status and character of the school district. Many of the problems in
the district and in the relations between the community and the
schools which have been encountered in past years stem not directly
fran the process of desegregation and district reorganization, but
fran the ways in which change had to be implemented in the face of
resistance.

The following discussion of these topics is organized roughly
into two ra.i. sections. After same further introductory remarks,
the course of events since World War II in the development of black
input to the schools is outlined. A description of the basic
character of the dual structure once operating in the district is
also presented- Secondly, the events and processes in the:development
are focused upon in order to describe the importance of the school
district in. community relations, the peculiar features of the political
and organizational situation defining the context for conflict, and the
'strategies' which can be seen to have operated in the process of change
and resistence.2
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Conceptual Approaches

Perspectives developed fran social anthropology are applied
in this analysis to accommodate distinctive cultural and symbolic
features which appear important in the organization of relations
between the black community and the larger, white dominated city.
Such features seam to be especially significant in educational
affairs This approach is akin to, but yet distinct fran much of
the previous literature on school-community relations.

In many studies of community 'decisions and power, events and
processes in school system affairs have been examined to illustrate
the nature of the distribution of pager or to identify who govern;
in the community as a whole (see reviews by Polsby 1963; Hawley
and Wirt 1968; Lutz and Iannacone 1969, 1970 for examples). The
present investigation of the development of greater voice by blacks
in Bradford (a psuedcnym) is focused upon the school district as a
delimited sector of community life. Our concern includes the posi-
tion of educational affairs in the general community. At the same
time, the area of school and educational affairs constitutes a sector
with its own dynamic, generated by the character of the school system
and by the interests of participants particular to those affairs
This latter aspect of education issues has been partially indicated
by the "pluralist" students of community power (e.g., see Dahl 1961;
Polsby 1963) as contrasted with those scholars who suggest the
existence of "power elites" whose interests are expressed in every
area of community life, including the schools (e.g., see Hunter 1953;
Vidich and Bensman 1958) .

As a sector of community life, then, the school district can be
viewed as both an arena and a system. In addition, both local district
and local community relations have became part of larger arenas and
negotiations, connected by penetrations of power from state and federal
governments, integrated into regional or national economies and
affected by events and attitudes in Ainerican society as a whole (see
Long 1972). At the same time, the district may be seen as having a
position in an envircxlment or "ecology of social games" which consti-
tute the community and other arenas (Long 1958). This conception
places more attention on the goals of actors and the processes
involved in district affairs themselves. In either view (as arena
or "game ") , the results of activities in the school district have
impacts on other sectors and throughout the context of the community.
In light of the considerations made above, therefore, the activities
and affairs of the school district were assumed to be related to the
organization and processes of Bradford as a whole, yet the character
of the district's position in the community structure was not assumed.

The data on Bradford schools reveal both problems in applying the
conceptual models mentioned above and aspects of the situation for
which each model has sane appropriateness. The restricted focus of
the research (to educational affairs) limits the applicability of a

4
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in the city as a whole. This example and other data illustrating the
articulation of symbol and structure in the plural context in Bradford
are presented in the following sections below.

Setting.

Bradford is a small city located in North Carolina.. Its current
population is approximately 100,000 (see figure 1). The development
of the town followed the growth of tobacco and teledIe industry in
the area in the 19th century and these industries remain important
in Bradford's economy. In recent decades, professional and technical
workers have been attracted to the area by the development of "soft"
industry (e.g., research and development) and the growth of universities
and colleges. After its initial establishment as an industrial center,
Bradford also became a center for banking and other enterprises that
require 'white-collar' and management employees. As a result, the
city's population shows great disparities of wealth and education..In
the period discussed in this paper, the majority of the black popula-
tion was low-income or working class.

In its early history, power and inrluence in Bradford was
centralized in the hands of the entrepreneurs and capitalists
responsible for the development of industry. After the turn of the
century, these original "city-fathers" gradually moved away, leading
to substantial absentee ownership of the basic industry in city. The
role of the city elite was taken over by the owners and operators
of the secondary-industries such as banking and insurance and by the
managerial groi4pIthat developed to operate the remaining industries.

The black population in Bradford grew as a result of labor
migration from the surrounding areas. In addition, there seems to
have been a significant inflow of blaCks fran the North, many of
wham came to the area as entrepreneurs, teachers and in similar roles.
There soon developed an active black business community. BlaCk
entrepreneurial activity in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century laid the foundations for the development of insurance and
banking interests which now have regional and national as well as
local focus. In turn, these business enterprises came to be he
central economic foundation for the growth of a middle class and an
elite. leadership group in the black population. This business base
developed to a great degree independently of local white economy.
However, a traditionally Southern pattern of segregation and discrimi-
nation has been maintained toward the black population in Bradford. As
in a number of other North Carolina communities, this pattern is
ignored:by Bradford citizens, who claim that social race relations in
the city have always been cordial and "progressive" (see Chafe 1980).

The city of Bradford is governed by a council-manager system.
The majority of council members are nominated by wards, the rest
at large, with the mayor sitting on tile council. Elections are at



TREE BRADFORD POPULATION, CITY AND COUNTY: 1950-1976

1976 (est.) 1970 1960 1950

County 149,000* 132,000 112,000 101,500

White 89,000 76,000 64,500**

Black 43,000 36,000 32,500**

% BlaCk 32.6 32.1 32.0

City 105,000 95,500 78,500 71,500

White 58,000 50,000 45,000

Black 37,000 28,000 26,000

% Black 38.8 35.9 36.6

*All figures rounded to nearest 500.

**Excludes college non-residents
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large. The city government is constrained by the jurisdiction of

the Board of County Cbmmissioners in sane matters. In North Carolina,

county carmissioners occupy a central political role because the

commission is responsible for fiscal matters in the county including

the tax rate structure, disburserne:Ic of county taxes, and the

presentation of bonds and similar issues to voters. The city school

district relies on the County Carrnissioners for a supplement to its

budget from state and federal funds. In recent years, the district

has received approximately 55% of its budget fran state funds,

primarily for teachers' salaries, and about 30% locally.

Bradford City Schools is a mare or less autonomous unit in

the city governmental structure. The superintendent heads the district

administration and is responsible to the Board of Education, which is

the policy making body for the system. Until 1975, that board had 6

members who were appointed by the city council. In 1975, the school

board became a 5 member board with members elected by voters every

four years in the city school district. Change to an elected board

removed the district from any formal connection with city government.

The school district has tended to be marginal in the city elite' s

practical consideration of government and economic development in

Bradford. In addition to the district's formal administrative autonomy,

it° s political position is peripheral in terms of the material resources

managed by the district, the perceived effect of school affairs on the

development of the carrnunity, and similar factors. However, the values

of formal education in American culture have led informants to believe

that the quality of the local educational program is indirectly

significant in maintaining the community's image and thus its potential

for growth and development. In the long term, the organization of

educational institutions may be an important factor in the determina-

tion of macro- - social configurations of occupational structures, patterns

of discrimination and similar features in American society.

Nonetheless, the district has been important in the arena of

community affairs, not so much because of its material significance,

but because of its symbolic importance in the structure of relations

in the canumity and the cultural values ascribed to formal education.

In Bradford, membership of the Board of Education has traditionally

been drawn from the dominant white business and political leadership

of the city. The traditional organization of the school district has

expressed the characteristic segregation and duality between blacks

and whites in the city. The importance of the school system in the

social order will be further discussed below.

8



SECMION I: The Black Communi ty and the School District

Until court-ordered changes in the 196 0' s, the Bradford City
Schools operated a dual system of schools for blacks and whites
under the laws of the state of North Carolina. No members of the
Board of Education and officials in the district administration
were bladk. School board members tended to be conservative
politically, and as time went on, "community conservative" or =pr.
mu pity progress oriented (Agger, GoIdrich and Swanson 196 4) . Until
Xhe Brown decisions by the Supreme 'Court, the Bradford schools were
of IE special concern to the white leadership of the city.
During the period before 1954, the schools were generally acceptable
to the white community and were considered to be of high ,quality.
General community interest in the problems of the black schools was
expressed through the phi lantrcpy of sate white patrons or in
individual conversations between black leaders and their white
contacts who held positions in business or government.

CEIARACMICESTICS QF 'THE DUAL SYSTEM

The dual system was clearly delineated with separately organized
schools for bladk and white children. The two sets of schools used
fferent materials, different facilities and even followed different

grade organizations and curricula. (For many years, black students
had no junior high school, although there was such a school for
whites. As one black informant puts it: "We knew it [a 6-3-3 school
organization of grades] had to be better, or they wouldn't have had
it. ") Even at this early period, the district practiced same
busing of students in order to transport bladk students to distant
schools. Separate attendance maps existed for black and white
students. Until the 1960's, bladk and white principals net separately.
Similarly, there existed separate PTA's and other community contact
organizations. There were few possibiliti es for informal contacts
between black ana white personnel and apparently little inclination
for such fran district officials The problems of such encounters
in a segregated society were great. A former black educator relates
the story of a district official who net him on the street, while
simultaneously encountering a white: female acquaintance. The
official became distraught in his attempts to raise his hat to
the woman, while doing so in a manner which avoided adknowIedgement
to the black faculty member.

The superintendent had direct responsibility for the administrd
tion of the black schools. In the early period of public education
in the city, the principal of the black high school had apparently
opezated as an informal spokesman for the black schools to the
superintendent. The principal held a respected position as business
and community leader in the black population as well as his role as
educator. This individual's influence extended only weakly to black
schools in the system other than his own. Although by 1950 such a
central figure was no longer present, individual bled: schools in
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the district continued to have a degree of autonomy over soma affairs
within their own schools. The administration seemed, in many cases,
uninterested in the particulars of education for black children.
Ultimately, however, all decisions and actions made by black school
officials and faculty were dependent on the review and acceptance
of the superintendent or some other position in the district
administration held by a white person. Until the late 1960's,
there were no black personnel in the central administration of the
district. Input from black personnel within the system was formally
restricted to the superintendent or a limited number of other
administrators. Successful requests from blacks for resources
depended to same extent on developing a good relationship and
process of communication with these administrators during the
restricted periods of contact with them. Bladk educators were
therefore sensitive to the occasional presence of "sympathetic"
whites in the administration, or that of a "reasonable" superinten-
dent. The situation in the school district thus exhibited the same
patterns of informal communication and "friend" or "patron" relation-
ships as did the larger dual system in the city.

In addition to the narrow channeling of communication fran black
personnel in the district, black educators' access to information con-
cerning the conditions and operations in the white schools was also
restricted. It was thus extremely difficult for black staff to
accurately ascertain the degree of differences between the schools,
since they rarely were able to see the whi be facilities. Black
administrators had few opportunities to make direct comparisons and
there were no black personnel at levels high enough in district
organization to have access to general data. The top white administra-
tors could thus assure the bladc faculty that their situation was not
unusual with respect to supplies, facilities and other educational needs.
Although these faculty believed there were differences, they had little
idea how disparate the conditions actually were. In addition, the
structural position of black personnel in the school system tended to
discourage than from intensive or extended efforts to learn such infor-
mation. Black personnel were extremely cautious throughout the period
during which the alai system operated because of fears of loss of
position as well as of retribution which might affect the black schools
in general.

Organization for Change

The development of black input into the school district tended to
be the result of actions taken by community leaders in the black popula-
tion rather than by black educators in the schools. Black leaders in
the city have consistently articulated a belief in the potential of
education and training for social advancement and an iiroved quality
of life. The local black college, the high school and the neighborhood
schools all played significant roles in black community life and have
been highly valued.

1



Although these black leaders placed a high value on education and
the role of the schools in the community, the expression of their
interests in education came as a part of their organization for political
activity on a variety of topics of concern to the black population. In
the 1930's, various black activists and leading figures from the black
business community and from the black college formed an organization to
function as a coordinating group for the pursuit of improvements in all
areas of concern to the black population. This organization, known as
the Committee for the Negro Community (CNC), sought to include all
elements of the black population and to reach consensus on all decisions.
Standing sub-committees were established to address specific issues,
including political activity and education, among other_;. The basis of
the group's political strength was its efforts to organize the voting
per of the black population. By the late 1940's, the CNC had success-
fully enacted programs of voter registration and precinct organization
and was beginning to be a significant force in local party negotiations
xrld city elections.

In school affairs, the CNC operated through its Education Committee
to receive the concerns and complaints of black parents and students and
to communicate with the superintendent of schools and the Board of
Education as well as with particular schools. In 1948, the CNC initiated
a suit against the Bradford City Schools. This action was designed to
improve facilities and educational materials in the black schools. The
suit was brought within the framework of the dual system and did not
attempt to argue for desegregation or for reorganization of the district.
Rather, it called for specific expenditures to corre' inequalities
between the black and white schools, based on the se2arate but equal
principle enunciated in North Carolina law. Black school personnel had
no overt role in the preparation and conduct of the suit, although same
were utilized as witnesses and/or attended hearings. Through extensive
documentation and preparation on the part of =workers the plaintiffs
were able to demonstrate that great discrepancies in physical facilities
and materials did exist between the black and white schools. State courts
ruled in 1950 that the piarsuit of exactly equal conditions between the
schools was legitimate and ordered the city schools to correct the
situation. Thei-district did not appeal the case and for several years
large portions of the city schools' budget went to improving physical
conditions in the black schools.

THE ACHIEVEMENT OF TOE= DESEGREGATION

The response of the state of North Carolina to the Supreme Court
decisions of 1954 ultimately functioned to slow the process of change in
the schools. A series of provisions, collectively known as the Pearsall
Plan, were adopted by the legislature. These acts essentially left the
responsibility for desegregation at the local level as the state removed
itself from direct regulation of attendance policies for the public
school districts.

The Bradford district thus had a degree of autonomy in dealing
with desegregation and the accommodation of black interests. Although
the impetus for this process of desegregation and change in the schools
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stemmed from the federal judiciary, both black and white leaders in
the district had some control over the entry of the courts into the,
school system through decisions regarding their own policies and
recourse to legal action. At the same time, black interests would
have to mobilize local: efforts in order to affect the district,
although judicial authority was available as a resource in their local
negotiations.

Black Political Position and Desegregation

Wring the 1950's, the CNC continued to push its program of
political activity. Their voting effectiveness in supporting issues
and candidates reached a high level in this period. By the mid - decade,
the Camnittee has succeeded in placing a black man on the city council
representing a predominately black ward, a position held by a black
since then. It had also successfully backed synpathetic or compromise
candidates for various city offices. Because of its local voting
strength, CNC representatives were now able to exert samedegree of
informal influence on the council and other political interests in the
local arena. Expressions of interest to individuaLsIddx)umme politi-
cally active or in goverment might be passed on to the school district.
Direct petition and communication to the school board and the superin-
tendent also continued. In 1958, in the midst of conflict with the
district over issues of desegregation, CNC:interests succeeded in in-
fluencing the city council to appoint a black member to the Board of
Education.

Efforts to Affect the Schools

With the Supreme Court decisions in 1954 and 1955, black leaders
in Bradford generally adopted desegregation as a goal and a proyicua in
thoir activity As concerning educational affairs. Initially, the members
of the CNC seam to have taken a wait-and see stance. However, in
1955 and 56, black leaders organized and presented to the school sysban
petitions which called for the district to comply with constitutional
requirements and to create a unified educational system for whites
and blacks. The strategy of avoidance and resistance being adopted
by the state and the Bradford city schools soon became clear, however.
In 1955, the Board of Education for the Bradford City Schools had
appointed a committee to investigate the implications of the BroWn
rulings for the district organization. This committee reported, over
the next two years, that it was "experiencing difficulty in formulating
a recommendation which will. meet with sufficient public support to insure
continued operation of am local public schools."

The MC: played a major role in the organization of administrative
and later legal efforts to plan and pursue the educational goals of
the black can unity. Although suits were brought formally bY the NAACP,
the CNC was closely involved and supportive of these efforts. CNC
members placed significant planning and leadership roles and the commit-
tee structure was exploited to organize and coordinate the activities
of parents and other participants. In addition to pursuing the larger

12



program of change at the district level, the Education Carmittee of
the CNC continued to respond to the complaints of parents and
.children at particular schools.

Under the new state legislation, local districts had full
responsibility for assigning students to schools on "grounds other
than race." The CNC, in conjunction with the local NAACP, organized
a carmittee to support several families' petitions to have their
children transferred to white schools in 1957. These applications were
denied by the Hoard of Education:

It is our considered opinion that conditions
and circumstances are such that any departure
from former policies would result in injustice
to the children of both races.... It is also
our considered opinion that such a refusal will
not develop harmful psychological effects to the
children... but to grant such requests [for trans-
fer] ... would be harmful psychologically to a
great many children of both races.

After this denial, lawsuits were entered by several applicants againstttE school system.

Also in 1957, a number of liberal and concerned.whites encouragedthe city government to form a Human Relations Carmission. CNC members
were cautiously supportive of this move. In order to provide for
negotiation before further litigation against the district, members
of the Ccnnission and a number of black leaders arranged a meeting
bet en representatives of the black interests and the Board of
Education in the spring of 1958. Just days before this meeting, the
city council appointed the first black representative to the school
board. At the meeting with the school board, a spokesman for the
black group made sane preliminary remarks and then indicated the
group's willingness and desire to informally and closely with
the board on the desegregation issue. These remarks were reportedly
met by complete silence. When pressed for an intepretation of this
"response," the chairman of the board indicated that it should be
taken as "silence. "3 The board then swore in its new black member.

The issue of desegregation became a vehicle for the pursuit of
other black goals in the school system. Conversely, problems with
the educational program in the black schools could be framed as
desegregation issues. Thus, for example, when overcrowding at a
black elementary school led the district to plan double sessions for
the school, the CNC protested, suggesting that the problem would be
removed if a unified school system was formed. The district added
more buses to take children at the crowded school across- town to
another black school. In-1959, the ar3minis Lratical tried another
approach to dealing with the overcrowded conditions in the black
schools. The district made plans to reopen a school that had been
closed because of its age and deteriorated condition, in order to
handle the excess black students. Black personnel at the over

schools notified their PTA and the-black PTA Council. The
PTA, CNC and NAACP approached the district with the results of an

13
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inspection
dooar

of the school and a refusal to use the facilities. Although
hieBf Education attempted to circumvent this standby meeting

with other black representatives that it selected, the black community
presented a united front and argued that desegregation provided the
only solution to the problems Significantly, for the first time since
a black had been added, the local newspapers carried full accounts of a
school board meeting. At that session, blacks forced a discussion of
the desegregation issue as relevant to the overcrowding in the black

schools. ventr11,17, the district changed its plans and suggested
additions to black facilities.

In the fall of 1959, the courts ruled against the claim of the
black plaintiffs that the Bradford schools had discriminated against
them, finding that parents and their children had not exhausted all
adminittative possibilities in their petitions for transfers. At the
sane time, the court rebuked the school board for, bad faith in its
procedures concerning applications for transfers. Foreseeing the
results of the suits, CNc leaders had initiated a change in strategy.
In a massive process of coordination and support, several hundred
parents in the black =amity were organized to file applications
for transfers for the 1959-60 school year. At the same time, black
leaders
ndicabed

in informal conversations with white contacts in the community
i that the school issue was too closely tied to their interests
po be able to continue to support programs and efforts for ccmmun#Y
mmprent unless some changes were forthcoming.4 The district
reassigned a small number of black students (less than 10) for that
school year and the next. They rejected hundreds of others, directing
those applicants to a long process of appeals and further review by
the board, in orcipr to exhaust "all administrative remedies."

SLCKPROGMESS IN THE SIXITES

The token desegregation achieved in 1959 continued for the next
several years as the school district continued to avoid the issue of
reorganization. In these years, the ability of traditional interests
in the district to block or stall black efforts was apparent, and the
policy of resistance to change was unmistakeable. This resistance
determined much of the course of events in the development of black
input in this period. During the decade, however, new strategies
were adoptedbyvaxicus segments of the black population which had
same effects In the district. Thus, the start of the decade saw
only token desegregation, no blacks in higher administrative posts,
and a district policy which supported a dual system and shaved no
local initiative for reorganization of the schools. By the end of
the decade, however, the schools were implementing a court ordered
desegregation plan for students and faculty, blacks held a few
positions in the district office, and system offic-ials and:board
=Tubers were acknowledging the necessity to ccmplypeacefully with
the law.

During the 1960's urban sprawl and sthurbanizatiori in Bradford
increased. As the population shifted to the edges of the city and
Into the coun ty, the city limits were expanded by annexations of the

14



surrounding areas. This process increased the "city-out" areas of the
school district. In North Carolina law, the city can annex without
a vote by the affected population. Addition to the city school
district, however, reauires a vote of compliance by the community to
be annexed. Very few areas voted to join the city schools; informants
believe these decisions to have been often influenced by the pressures
for desegregation and the growing numbers of black students in the
city schools. The sections within the city limits but in the county
school district are known as "city-out" areas. During this time,
urban renewal was undertaken in the city, which has resulted in the
clearing of sdbstmtial portions of traditionally black neighborhoods.
One outcome has been to concentrate law income blacks in housing
projects which are generally located in or near traditionally black
sections of the city. (Subsidized housing continues to be built in
the city.)

Although Bradford continued to be politically dominated by white
leaders representing conservative and moderate business and community
development interests, the political position of the CNC and black
interests improved during the decade. By 1970, there was greater
black representation on the city council and a black person an the
Board. of County Commissioners, The position on the school board had
been maintained, and another black member appointed. At the same
time, blacks had attained positions on a number of civic boards and
commissions. During the period, black voting strength continued to
be important in city council ward elections and on bond issues. The
sixties also saw the development of a mass protest movement in the
black population and the growth of consciousness of black identity
in the community.

Desegregation

Black leadership in Bradford continued its legal battle with the
Board of Education over the issue of desegregation. A series of
judicial decisions were handed down from 1961 through 1965. In a 1961
decision, the court again criticized the school board for its lack of
good faith compliance with the law and condemned the use of dual
attendance maps. In 1962, although dual maps had been abandoned, the
judge was still able to criticize the board's assignmentpractices as
essentially unchanged. Although the court did. not, in this decision,
requira further desegregation of the schools, appeals led to a
reversal of that ruling. The assigament of students in the district
was declared discrimatory and unconstitutional. Several desegregation
plans submitted by the Bradford schools were subseguent1y rejected
and a plan imposed by the federal court. In 1963, the district was
ordered to provide transfers for black students to desegregated
schools and in 1965 a total Freedom of Choice plan was ordered, giving
all parents the right to choose schools for their children.

Even under the Freedom of Choice organization, desegregation of the
student population remained token; faculty desegregation was negligible
.or non-existent. The school board still reviewed each application for
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transfer on an individual basis, although approval of requests seems
to have become more routine with time. The (NC Education Committee
continued its efforts to organize black parents to apply for transfers
for their children.

The school system and the Board of Education continued to be
"silent" on the matter of desegregation. "Although few statements were
made that actively challenged the rulings and requirements of .the courts,
no active steps were publicly taken to promote the process. The black
member of the Board of Education was consistently ignored or outvoted
on matters pertaining to further change in the dual -system. One black
individual who held the post during the 1960's reports that the issues
of compliance with court rulings and of reorganization were studiously
avoided by the board. As this informant puts it: 'When it came to
desegregation, it was a lost ball in the high weeds...." Both the
black school board member and representatives of black interests in
their meetings_with district officials argued repeatedly that the system
must take steps toward change, or the federal courts would step in
from outside to impose their own plans. Even this prospect of loss of
control, however, was net with passivity.

The district also pursued plans which continued the outlines of
the dual structure. For example, plans were made to construct a new
school in a traditional black area in conjunction with an urban renewal
program to build subsidized housing there. These plans jointly would
concentrate a population of black students and channel than to a school
which would be predominantly black. Plans continued in spite of black
protests against the location of the housing project. Ironically, the
school was built in its originally proposed, peripheral position in
the city district, even though the housing project was successfully
thwarted. Overcrowding in the black schools continued to be a problem
which was met by avoidance or by plans for predominantly black
facilities..

New Efforts in the Sixties

The late 1950's and the 1960's saw greater political participation
and involvement by low income and working class blacks.5 At the same
time, students at the black college and at the black high school
became very active in the pursuit of civil rights. This pattern of
involvement paralleled the activities which were developing nationally
at the time. Civil rights activities such as community organizing
efforts, marches, sit-ins, and other mass protests which were occurring
in other parts of the South stimulated Bradford blacks and provided a
context for their efforts.

The various active elements in the black population generally
supported one another in their efforts. Although particular demands
and tactics might differ, e.g., between the efforts of CNC members in
the courts and the mass protests organized by students and community
workers, leadership tended to coalesce as the possibility of success
.became apparent, or as white resistance became more pronounced. The
black community usually saw the goal of its efforts, including the
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efforts at desegregation of the public schools, ?s the development
of a better economic position. In the early years of the decade,
effort was directed to the d-Agegregation of public facilities,
businesses and other institutions. These goals were pursued by
the use of sit-ins, demonstrations and economic boycotts as well as
the traditional informal channels of carmunication.

These activities in the early 1960's culminated at the mayor's
election in 1963. The CNC-coordinated voting power of the black
car unity was directed to the support of a candidate who took a
moderate stance on the issues of desegregation. In particular, this
candidate indicated his serious consideration of desegregation in
the city. He won the election with black support. At the time of
his inauguration, students and other members of the black population
gathered at City Hall in a seriesof mass demonstrations, calling for
the fulfillment of campaign pledges and the immediate desegregation
of the city's establishments and facilities. Although white leaders
attempted to utilize the traditional informal channels of communication
1.-Jo CNC leadwrs and similar figures in the black community in order to
curtail the protests, the demonstrations continued.

The white leadership in the city finally yielded. The mayor
formed a special biracial commission to promote desegregation in
all sectors of civic life in Bradford. Commission members presented
the city's new policies; media and civic groups were mobilized to
support the desegregation drive. Most elements of the community
cooperated, including small businesses, government and more substantial
business concerns. A notable exception was the city school district.
Although approached by representatives of the Mayor's Commission, the
Board of Education declined to publicly support further desegregation
in the schools or to take substantial action to prcmote the process.
The slow pace of efforts toward desegregation by the schools remained
the same. This stubbornness was disappointing to those who had worked
harmony years to affect the school district's dual organization. As
one informant recalls: "We had white leaders cane on television at
that time and tell us - there will be desegregation in our city, but
no cne ever did that about the schools."

Resistance to Black Action

As early as 1957, the school board seems to have taken the
stance that desegregation of the schools, if it were to occur, would
be better achieved by litigation rather than by the district's
decision.6 Administrators and the board took little or no public
initiative throughout the sixties in pursuing plans to achieve a
change in the school's organization. At the same time, the district
was also concerned that whatever changes and desegregation did occur
would occur peacefully. A peaceful process was desired not' only for
the sake of continued operation of the schools, but especially for
maintenance of the community's positive image. Thus, principals
and faculty were informed as early as the late 1950's as to the
tolerant stance that was expected of themes desegregation. progressed.
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School officials also could clearly see the "handwriting on the wall"
as they followed the course of various cases, espezially those con-
cerning the dejure/de facto desegregation issues and the use of quotas
and busing to integrate the schools. The Bradford city school system
was constrained by federal policies through its involvement in
govanmamtEatgrams of financial assistance for educational develop-
ment, such as the Head Start program. The district appears to have
been careful to comply with federal regulations concerning the
programs the system elected to adopt and operate. The school system,
however, was not be turning down substantial funds from the govern-
ment when it felt that the changes required in district operation were
unreasonable or out of line with the pace of change in the Bradford
schools (e.g., in the early 1970's).

Protest and Involvement in the Late Sixties

As the decade progressed, the development of black identity and
desire for autonomy which could be seen nationally was also occurring
in Bradford. By the latter half of the 1960's, a variety of black
interest groups had organized in the city. The CNC, as indicated
above, still played an important role in the expression of black
concerns. New and younger leaders were active, however, while low
income blacks continued their involvement. These participants b=nded
to look toward the strategies of protest for the pursuit of black
goals, recognizing and building upon the successes of such approaches
earlier in the decade.

A series of protest activities, including boycotts and demnstrat-
ions, were directed to government and businesses in the community.
Although the focus of activity was on the community as a whole and on
the city administration, blade concerns included demands for change
in the schools. These included a call for immediate and full desegre-
gation of the school system, the placement of blacks in the district
administration and the establishment of black oriented programs in
the system, such as courses on black history. Some of the demands
of the black interests on the city were met. The school district
appointed its first blacks to the central office in 1968. This
indirect approach to the schools (through confrontation with city
government and other sectors) was not entirely successful, however,
for the school system still did not implement further desegregation.
Neither did it indicate that pursuit of such changes was a policy of
the district.

In addition to being a period of black protest activity, the
mid and late sixties saw a substantial involvement of various citizens'
groups, many seeking peaceful change. Some informants now look back
on the period as a-time of special cooperation between black and white
citizens. Liberal whites joined with middle class and other blacks to
pursue the goals of desegregation and equal rights. Generally, such
groups were focused on the whole community and its problems with social
race relations in economics and government. In school affairs, these
groups tended to express their concerns to the school board or to
officials on specific matters. They also organized community events
and programs to pranote public recognition of the issues. By the end
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of the decade', however, lack of progress especially on educational
issues and the growth of black consciousness had caused many of the
black leaders who had formerly operated through these channels to
divert their efforts from those groups to the protest movement and
the presentation of a unified black front.

DE CALE OF CrIANGE

After the decisions of the Supreme Court in 196 8 condemming
de facto segregation and approving the use of busing as an acceptable
tool in the process of desegregation, the law suits against the
Bradford city school system were reopened. Directed to submit plans
for further desegregation, the Board of Education was unable to satis-
fy the federal courts. A politically active white informant who was
closely involved with school affairs at the time pointed out that just
prior to the required preparation of a new desegregation plan, three
members of the board were replaced by the city council. This infor-
mant indicated that these individrals had been replaced because they
were too "liberal-minded-" Shortly before the commencement of the
1970-71 school year, the court imposed its awn attendance plan on the
city district. This plan called for major changes in the distribution
of black and white students through an expanded program of busing.
Desegregation of the faculty also was begun in earnest at this time_

Because these changes were implemented immediately before the
school yeAr began, some confusion and disorder in the operation of
the system resulted. However, compliance with the attendance plan
was generally achie%-ed by the start of classes. Both supporters and
opponents of the reorganization followed the actions of the school
board and the adminisE_L-ation closely. The district administration
and board members presented the plans and forthcoming changes through
the media and in a series of public meetings. Throughout this process,
representatives of the district disassociated themselves from the
desegregation. process. One administrator is reported to have told a
group of citizens: 74e're sorry that we're ruining your schools, but
it's not our fault. The federal government and the courts are
forcing us to ruin your schools." Because of such statements by
officials, many informants came to feel that the district was
failing to provide the leadership necessary to guide the changes
taking place in the schools and was thus unable to continue to
provide an educational system that met the needs of the students.

As in many other southern communities undergoing the desegregation
process, a number of private schools arose in Bradford immediately
after implementation of the court-ordered reorganization. One parent
reports that when the 1970 plan was revealed, figures were released
indicating that there would be a large influx of blacks into the
school her children were attending. On that same day, she received
a telephone call advising her that a new private school was to be
established to serve the children who were attending that public
school (see table 2). In addition, the county schools continued to
increase their student population as suburbanization and growth
proceeded. After 1970, many people began to refer to this process
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as "white flight." In 1969, the city school population was approxi-
mately 14,000, with 58% black; the county schools had about the same
number of students but only 19% black. By 1976, the city school
population was approximately 9,500 with 80% black, while the county
schools had 17,000 with 27% black. At the present, the city schools
are estimated to be 86% black in a population. of 10,000 students.
Many informants now categorize the county schools as a "white" system.

TABLE 2

PRIVATE SCHCOL ENROLMENT FOR CITY AND COUNTY STUDENTS,

1971-76

City County

1971-72 485 1,114

1972-73 552 1,189

1973-74 559 1,240

1974-75 757 1,314

1975-76. 690 1,286

Both black and white leaders in Bradford were concerned about
possible problems and damage to the carraunity's -image should the
changes in the schools provoke the violent confrontations which had
occurred in other southern cities. In addition to informal indica-
tions of desires for peaceful transition from such leadership, various
groups were organized in the city to assist the community in adjusting
to the changes. Groups also farmed to promote their own interests in
the district reorganization. These groups represented a range of
interests and included both low and middle income sectors as well as
organizations initiated by civic leadership. School personnel,
government agencies, community organizations and organizations such
as churches were involved in the process. As a result, public debate
about the district reorganization was active and tensions were often
great s opposing vict4points were articulated at public gatherings
and at school board meetings. There were no significant incidents of
violence or civil dis=iption, however.
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Merger Efforts

In 1971, voters in Bradford Cqunty were presented with an issue
to merge the city and the county school systems. Such a move had
been proposed several times previously in the preceding years, such
as in the late 1950's. Thesemergerattempts had been unpopular or
voted down in the past. Traditionally, groups in the city, including
black leadership,"had rejected the plan while county residents tend
to support the opportunity to join the prosperous and more prestigious
city system. The rationale for the vote at this time involved various
factors such as the small size of the county and consequent inefficien
cies due to the duplication of facilities and other resources. The
vote on the issue delivered a resounding defeat to the merger proposal
and reversed the traditional pattern of support on the issue. County
residents tended to oppose the measure, while CNC leadership also
opposed it, perhaps fearing that its gains in the city school district
would be lost if black voters were incorporated into a larger district.

Black Representation

As noted above, protest and political pressure in the late 1960's
had resulted in the appointment of some blacks to positions in the
district administration. Shortly before the court ordered desegrega-
tion of 1970, a black Was appointed as an assistant superintendent.
By this time, blade interests had succeeded in gaining a second seat
an the Board of Education. Despite these gains, however, black lumbers
of the board continued to be unable to promote the board's acceptance
of change and its initiative in guiding that change. Thus, when the
courts monitored the progress of the district's reorganization, they
found it necessary to order further desegregation in the mid-1970's.

In the spring of 1975, the court again ordered further desegre-
gation to bring the social race balance of students and faculty in
each school into line with the black-white ratio cf the district as
a whole. Early in 1975, the city council had requested the state
legislature to pass a bill allowing the school board to be elected
directly. This legislation passed in June. The request was seen as
a response to pressure fran black interests. It must also have been
an attractive move to the council members in that it removed the
city fran any formal responsibility for further changes and events
in the district. Later that summer, the board closed four schools,
some of which had been recently built in black neighborhoods.
Although these neighborhoods protested, the board persisted in its
plan and explained the move as econanically necessary.

Due to the presence of a black representative in the delegation
to the General Assembly, (NC leadership had some input into the
organization of the new board. In matters of local legislation, the
General Assembly held to a convention that the local delegation must
unanimously support the bill Otherwise, action was deferred. This
convention and the fact that the request for legislation was entered
later in the Assembly session than was normally done placed the black
representative fran Bradford in a good position to affect the establish-
milt of the new board. A five member board was specified, to be elected
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every four years (at the primary election in October) by voters in
the city school district. This structure opened the board to the
direct influence of the voting org.liz-Ition of the black community,
particularly since the city-out, suburban areas were excluded
fran voting. The first election was held in 1975. Nearly all the
candidates had served on the board previously or had been involved
as citizens in school affairs. A number of blacks sought the posi-
tions. After a close election for same candidates, four black and
one white members were .±losen

Just before the provisions for an elected board, the school
system chose a replacement for the district superintendent who had
held that post since the late 1950's and was now retiring. The new
superintendent thus began his tenure with a board substantially
different from that which had hired him. Conflicts soon arose
between the superintendent and the new board. Camplaints by the
board included criticisms that the superintendent coup not or would
not develop a long term plan for the system, that he initiated
significant programs involving policy decisions without consulting
the board, that he was unable to work well with sane members of his
administration (including same high level black administrators) and
that he provided little dynamic leadership for the district. The
superintendent, conversely, felt that the school board was too
involved in administrative decisions, did not provide sufficient
guidance for the system and was inconsistent and indecisive. After
several years of this conflict, the board refused to renew the
superintendent's contract. Although many people in the community
had also expressed concern about the administrator's performance,
the newspapers and several groups in the white community protested
when he was dismissed. The white member of the board resigned shortly
after this action, although his declared reason for leaving was to
run for office in the city government. Before he left, he joined the
other members of the board in the unanimous selection of a black
administrator fran outside the state for the superintendent's position.

Attitudes Toward the District

Since the election of the black dominated board of education
in 1975, white civic leaders and groups have generally become less
involved in the city schools. For example, the Chamber of Commerce and
similar organizations are reported to be much less active in school
affairs than they once were. Many white individuals who had previously
participated in district activities and issues gradiilly ceased this
involvement. Sane white parents seem to perceive a lessened degree of
control over their schools, partly because of the reorganizations
which to a great extent did away with neighborhood schools, but also
seen in relations with the school system at the district level. This
feeling of exclusion is not shared by all parents in the district and
maybe to a degree part of a "critical" attitude adopted in the
community toward the system.

Although the declining number of white students and the loss of
neighborhood schools contribute to the alienated feelings of many
whites in Bradford toward the schools, other factors also operate.
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The attitude of criticism and frustration held by blacks toward the
district during the long process of desegregation has been somewhat
reversed, with the white community leaf ler-ship now criticizing the
system. Charges of incompetency, inefficiency and lack of dynamic
leadership are voiced or implied about the board of education and
the administration. When the superintendent -aas dismissed in 1979,
reverse racism was strongly implied by the newspapers.

In addition, -the. white member of the board was very critical of
the district's operation and-direction. Be consistently criticized
his fellow board members as ineffective and inconsistent as decision
makers and voted in the minority (usually of one) on many issues
such as the dismissal of the superintendent, altered policies in
areas such as grading and attendance and on similar points. In 1979,
this individi la 1 resigned from the board and ran for mayor, to a large
extent based on his performance as a member of the Board of Education.
Be and candidates with similar stands (representing a community-
develqpment oriented and somewhat conservative platform) defeated a
slate of black and white moderate incumbents and challengers for
city council seats, establishing a majority on that body.. In those
same elections, the school board retained its black majority composi-
tion. Mao white candidates who appear to hold positions of cooperation
and moderation were elected along with three incumbent blacks.

New Directions

Informants view with concern the increasing "inner city" character
of the Bradford city schools. The city-out sections prohibit the
system from expanding its cliemrtg1 g. or support as the city grows.
The student population is slowly declining and is increasingly fran
low income families. The provision of services and p.L.c.Lams for
these children has been a central interest of the district. A
nutber of factors have hampered the district in improving its
situation and image. Many of these factors contribute to the
disaffection of the community from the city schools. These include
disciplinary problems in the schools, with attendant concerns about
safety, the historical imposition of court ordered change and the
resulting series of quickly implemented reorganizations of . the
district,. and concerns about a decline in the quality of education,
with the. graath of remedial and vocational programs. in the district
and changes in the system of evaluating students (see Cleinent et al
1978)

Ore of the ways the board has attempted to deal with these
constraints, to improve relations with the canmunity and to pursue
educational goals has been to call for more long term planning.
The failure of the previous superintendent to work well with the
board in developing direction for the system was a point of signi-
ficant conflict. At the same time, the board has been encouraging
more input from the commumiay by forming various advisory and task-
oriented citizens' groups. Many concerned members of the black
camiunity continue to express their interests in educational
issues to the Committee for the Black Community (which was formerly
known as the CNC; the name was changed in the late 1960' s) or
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associated representatives. These spokespeople continue to relay
concerns directly to adMinistiators or the superintendent, or to the
school board. Now, however, school board members are more accessible
to these black leaders through informal contacts which were not
previously possible. More blacks are also now present as administra-
tors in the central office. Communication and input on educational
matters at the distinct level, however, is sarewhat distince from
citizens' inputs at the level of the local schools, in terms of
participants and in the kinds of issues treated (see Clement et al
1978; this pattern of relations between schools and carbmunity seems
to have existed throughout the period examined in this report,
although the divisions have never been completely rigid, and same
informants feel that the local schools have been less controlled and
connected with the central adminiblLation during the tenure of the
superintendent who was recently released).
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PARE II: The Structure of Conflict in the District

The development of black input to the Bradford school district
has been an extended process, involving a signifiCant degree of
conflict and commitment of resources. Why was this conflict
extended over three decades' What patterns can be seen in the pro-
cess described in the previous section and why did they occur? What
were the results of the process for the expression of black interests
and for the school district?

The schools in Bradford can be seen as having replicated and
expressed the traditional social order of the carmunity. The
school system was thus symbolically as well as functionally
important in the ccamunity, both because it famed a model of the
accepted distribution of rights and power between blacks and whites,
and because the organization of the district contained and expressed
basic premises of the social organization which defined that
distribution. The district's significance at two levels made it
a likely arena for conflict between traditional interests and a
black carmunity attempting to reorder social relations in the city.
The pursuit of goals by the black carmunity and the stance of
resistance offered by the traditional leadership in the school
district led to the employment of various resources and 'strategies'
(see note 2) . The resulting course of events in turn led, we
suggest, to constraints on gains by black interests and to strain in
the relationship between the school system and the Bradford community.

The Importance of the DisLrict

As a major process of enculturation for many American childre',
public schooling is naturally a focus of attention for those concerned
with the -transmission of traditional knowledge and patterns of social
organization. Such interest is exhibited not only by parents, but also
by holders of authority and power in the ccamunity :see, for example,
the studies of carmunity power cited earlier) . Gearing and his
associates (Gearing 1976a, b n.d.; see also Ogbu 1978) have made the
point that the organization of schooling and the distribution of know-
ledge in a society tend to reflect the traditional distribution of power
and the patterns of status fferentiation. -In Bradford, the ciuAi
structure of the schools represented the pattern of social race
differentiation and the plural relations of the carmunity.

Traditionally, the black population in Bradford was distinguished
as a group on the basis of social race markers. At the same time, the
dominant whites controlled many critical aspects of the lives of the
black group. The social order defined black and white interests as
separate or opposed, and blacks were segregated from the =amity as
a whole. The black 'group' , consequently, was unable to fully operate
as an autonomous social unit, but was not fully incorporated into the
carmunity (see Smith 1974 for discussion of this facet of the plural
society) . Sane development of autoncxuy was possible in the black
population, however. The segregation itself, in residence and public
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activity, stimulated same growth of "sub-cantunity" organization.
The development of separate customs in the context of social barriers
between blacks and whites and the pattern of rule through black
"leaders" traditionally adopted by white interests also promoted
such growth.

These plural conditions of partial autonany for the blacks
with penetrations by white authority were explicitly reproduced and
institutionalized in the city schools. COmmunication and input from
both black personnel in the schools and the black 'population of the
city was restricted to a few organizational positions, primarily the
superintendent' s office. These positions were occupied by whites
and had final absolute control over the operation of black facilities.
At the level of the local school, however, black faculty and their
client neighborhoods had a degree of control within the constraints
imposed fran the central office. The district often seamed to
neglect the situation in the black system unless same severe
problem arose.

Symbolic Dimensions

A central part of the structure of relations which developed
in the plural conditions of Bradford was a cultural frame which 'defined
and interpreted social organization in terms of the characteristics
and opposition of bladks and whites. Ssarre premises of this interpretive
frame asserted the fundamental inferiority of blacks to whites. It
defined their general incompetence and inability and identified the
black population as a potential threat to whites ecemenira 1 ly,
politically, physically or genetically. On the basis of such cultural
premises, black claims for services, representation and autonany, or
attempts at social change and reorganization of the frame of social
race relations, can be dismissal by whites as illegitimate. That is,
the cultural frame for social relations in Bradford denied or restricted
legitimacy to blacks and their actions as indiviaval s or as a group.
This frame was critical for maintenance of the pattern of dominance
and subordination in the plural context. The denial of legitimacy to
black organization and goals, and to black interests in relationships
with whites or within the unity, hindered their attainment of
either full autonomy or incorporation into the larger society.

At the same time, the labelling of blacks and their actions as
illegitimate tended to reserve legitimacy and authority for the
dcrninant white interests in the ccranunity. Legitimacy is the basis
for authority; authority implies rights sanctioned and legitimated by
the society or ccamunity. This concept of authority should be
distinguished fram that of "power," which refers to the ability to
influence or affect the decisions, events and processes governing
community life (see Smith 1974 for a development of this distinction
from its Weberian basis) . Positions with little authority may have
a good AP -a1 of power, while sane positions of great authority have
little real influence. The recognition of rights and authority
belonging to a group at its representatives acknowledges a legitimate
basis for that authority. In Bradford, traditional interests attempted
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to withhold such recognition when blacks achieved offices with
authority. The first black member of the city council was excluded
from contacts with the other, white members. Traditional rights of
that office such as attendance at luncheon meetings for discussion
of council affairs were denied (on the grounds that the restaurants
were still segregated). As the COmmittee for the Black Community
became stronger, it was criticized by whites as not representing the
true interests of the black population and thus as being an illegiti-
mate political. body.

The city school system expressed the symbolic dimensions of the
social order in Bradford as well as reproducing the political conditions.
The districts' role as symbolic of the pattern of dominance and
subordination was enhanced by the fact that the social positions within
it were formally defined by the school system as an organization.' That
is, the roles and relations between members of the organization (i.e.,
black and white children and adult personnel) were not only explicitly
specified, they were also legitimated by the authority of the formal
organization. The norms which operated in Bradford to govern social
race relations informally and through general cultural principles were
thus formal, explicit and specific in the operation of the city schools.
Particularly, the limited rights and authority blacks could obtain in
the school system were clearly delineated. By defining education in
terms of black and white, the organization of the district claimed and
justified the traditional frame for and pattern of community relations.

The Setting for Conflict

Because of the symbolic as well as the pragmatic value of schooling,
then,the Bradford school district was a likely arena for conflict.
Correspondingly, the conflict over changes in district relations had two
significant aspects. At one level; considerations of resource control
and educational opportunity for blacks were at issue. Black influence
in the district could be a bargaining point in political negotiations
with dominant interests in the community as was the black vote in city
elections. Such political considerations may not have been articulated
by black leadPrs, yet they were certainly aware that the district con-
stituted an important resource in terms of materials and programs for
the city's children.

At another level, the pursuit of more input into the system by
blacks was a challenge to the cultural frame which defined the tra-
ditional order of social relations. Significantly, influence in the
school district means influence on or through formally defined offices
and positions with explicit rights because of the structure of
authority defined by the organization. If bladks were to obtain
such input and authority in positions within the school district,
their interests and rights would be acknowledged as legitimate, thus
compromising a critical foundation of the traditional social organi-
zation. For blacks, the potential for challenging basic premises of the
pattern of relations at the symbolic level made the district an
-important site at which to attempt greater input.
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Desegregation was an important process as well as an objective
in the black community's pursuit of pragmatic and symbolic gains in
the district. Demands for a unitary system were legitimate in the
eyes of the courts and the federal goverment, thus offering the
potential support of those higher authorities for local action by
blaCks (see below for further discussion of this point). An
alternative frame to that traditionally imposed in Bradford could
thus be proposed, citing the legitimacy of national authority. In
addition, desegregation in the system could lead to placement of
blacks in positions of authority in schools or in the district
administration. Input into the allocation of resources could thus
be achieved, while the symbolic challenge to the traditional frame
of social race relations would be maintained.

The traditional interests were well aware of the significance
of black demands after 1954. Compare, for example, the system's
ready canpliance with the court rulings in 1950 to their extended
resistance to subsequent attempts at reorganization. In the former
case, no symbolic challenge was offered to the traditional structure.
When the plan to reopen a closed school to deal with overcrowded
black schools in the late fifties was framed as a desegregation
issae, the school board dropped the project in order to avoid a
confrontation in the symbolic terms inherent in such a frame.

Several characteristics of the school district were important
resources for the black community in the pursuit of their goals of
greater input and symbolic challenge, and for traditional interests'
resistance to change. As mentioned, power in the.district was
closely associated with positions of authority. Thus, any achieve-
ment of.formal office in the system's central adminisUcation gave
bladks some improved basis for future influence, as well as some
control of educational resources. At the same time, the political
control of the limited routes of access into the district structure
by traditional interests made it very difficult for groups such as
the black community to attain positions in the system. That is,
entry into the structure of authority in the system was restricted
to appointment to the Board of Education and that board's appoint-
ments. This route was dominated by the influence of system officials
and of the dcrainant political groups in city goverment. Influence
applied at the level of the local schools tended to be distinct from
that operating at the central office, and of limited effect in the
district as a whole.

The character of the school system as a formal and public
organization which contributed to its symbolic importance in
expressing the social order also made it particularly vulnerable
to constraints from outside the community. The district's position
in a hierarchy of authority extending to the federal government
allowed black interests recourse to the courts as well as to appeals
for canpliance with the "law.of the land" (see below) . Since the
district operated formally through officials and positions with
stated authorities, it was exposed to review and direction from
the judiciary; the structure of authority gave the school system
the explicit power to change district organization. Administra-
tively, the district was fairly autonomous at the local level. It



had narrow but limited dependence on the city administration through
the council's appointments to the board. In other matters, the city
was little involved formally. Cbunty Commissioners provided funds
to improve the quality of the city schools, as a supplement to state
and federal money, by approving the district's budget. The system's
relationship, with them, therefore, was political, and to a great
extent controlled by the commissioners. In addition, the positions
taken on. educational issues at the state level left a good deal of
discretion and control to the local district, and were also sup-
portive of the maintenance of traditional arrangements in the district.
Because of this organizational position, the district was distinct
from and to same extent peripheral to the political situation in the
larger carmunity. Appointees to the board of education provided an
indirect route of expression for domi,lant group interests while to
some extent protecting council members and other representatives of

those interests. The school system was insulated from direct voting
pressure. Dominant interests, therefore, could to an extent afford
to protect the symbolic stance of the district at the expense of the
district and schools. This was possible because the symbolic value
of the system to whites seemed td' outweigh other considerations,
and because gains by blacks in the district could be restricted to
the educational sector of carmunity life (see below). Thus, for
example, in 1963, general desegregation efforts were cooperatively
pursued throughout Bradford in the face of actual and potential
disruptions of the economy and civic life by mass protests. The
school system's position, however, was allowed to remain unchanged.

A final factor which was utilized by both black and traditional
interests in the conflict within the district was the nature of
discourse about the schools. Educational issues lend themselves to
discussion in terms of values and ideals. The symbolic dimensions
of positions achieved by blacks in school affairs would be clear
because of this familiarity in educational debate with conflict
over principles and ideas, such as in the rhetorical appeals for
"quality education" or "what's right for the children." Framing
concerns in this way provided justification for suggested change
as in calling for compliance with the law, but maintenance of the
debate at such a high level of discourse also worked conservatively,
sometimes giving those holding power the ability to avoid concrete
action. Note, for example, the school board's. rejection of transfers
and reorganization in the 1950's on the grounds of preserving the
best conditions for children's "psychology"; see also the equation
of change in 1970 with ruination of the schools.

STRATEGIES

The strategies employed by black and traditional interests
reflected the nature of their respective goals, the resources
available to them, including "opportunities" such as Supreme Court
decisions, and the constraining effects of countermoves by opposing
interests. In its pursuit of pragmatic and symbolic goals, the black
community could utilize political influence based on its voting
organization, appeals to authority in the form of principles of
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legality, equality and educational ideals, as well as the authority
of the courts, and at tires the power, of the black population inprotest activities and disruptions of the carmunity routine. The
pursuit of offices and of explicit authority, for example in local
part organization, seems to have been carmon to blacks' efforts to
improve their position in the city generally. This approach wasespecially true for the CNC. The potential symbolic rewards of
accomplishing such goals in one factor in explaining this strategy.
The lack of informal channels which could be used. probably combined
with the base of power in the vote to direct black efforts to the
attainment of those offices and quasi-formal positions which voting
could obtain or influence. Luring the attempts to deve_lop influence
in the district, black efforts focused on obtaining resources or
placing individuals in positions to which they had "rights" as.
defined by higher authorities, such as the courts, but which were
denied than by the local system. Such targets included equal
facilities, the placement of black students into traditionally white
schools, and the acquisition of offices with authority.

The Vote as Resource

Political organization to mobilize and coordinate the vote of the
black population formed the basis for many improvements in the general
position of blacks in the city. By providing black leaders with a
bargaining point (e.g., potential voting support for a candidate or
on an issue) , voter organization increased their informal influence
with leaders and authorities in the larger ca amity, as well as sate-
tines capturing offices. Voting paver has been a critical factor in
determining the position of the blacks in Bradford, but it has its
limitations and its constraints (see Beech 1968 for a discussion of
the impact of the black vote in tWO southern ccrcmunities) . In order
to successfully exploit its voting resources, black leadership has
had to accept many compromises on candidates and issues, to seek to
build coalitions of support with other groups, and to adopt moderate
stands supporting steady progress, rather than radical change, toward
-inprovement for the black camsunity. Even so, black representation
on the city council was limits.: to members from one or two predominantly
black wards until the late 1970's. Black appointed to the Board of
Education had to make it (-1 tz_Ar that they took all the children of
Bradford as their responsibility, indicating that they were not
primarily representing black interests.

The voting power of the black community could only indirectly
be brought to bear on the school district until the establishment of
elected board. Through influence and pressure on elected officials
black leaders attempted to gain representation in the district, with
sane success, through the city council ,appointments to the school
board- Such pressure, hcwever, never succeeded in establishing a
black voice in a position of decisive authority: black representa-
tives did not constitute a majority vote on the Board of Education
whose white members tended to preserve a unified position, nor were
blacks on the school board in numbers proportionate to their presence
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in the student population until after 1975. That the dominant interests
in the district were able to accommodate the political pressures of
the CNC while continuing to block the input of black interests can be
seen in the silent response of the school board to a specially
famed black delegation. At the same meeting, the first black member
of the board was seated.

The move to an elected board was partially the result of the
influence blacks could exert on the city council from their voting
strength, but can also be traced to factors such as the results of
long years of litigation over the schools, recent and impending
court ordered changes for the district, the growth of the black
student population in the system and the increasingly poor image
of the district in the community (vmaAxAcm) . These factors made
withdrawal of control and disengagement from the city district at
this particular. time acceptable to traditional interests. Nonethe-
less, the reorganization of the selection process for board members
was an important gain for black interests, because it opened up the
district to the application of one of the black community's major
resources, that is, the voting organization. The results of the
board election in 1979 indicate the effectiveness of the change.

The Appeal to Authority

In the school district, the vote was not directly effective as
a resource until recently (with the advent of the elected board).
The character of the school system as a formal organization indicated
the importance of obtaining positions of authority, but voting as an
important route to such offices was blocked by the insulation of the
district. At the same time, informal power to influence the board
and other officials was essentially monopolized by the dominant and
traditional white interests. It was thus necessary for other
approaches to be utilized or developed in order to affect the school
situation either symbolically or pragmatically.

The Supreme Court's decisions provided the authority for black
pursuit of change. In addition to the possibilities for litigation,
the federal position after 1955 allowed black leaders to point to
national policy and the rulings of the courts to justify their
demands and to appeal to principle for 4 radical change. The early
petitions submitted to the district calling for a unitary system
were thus framed in terms of peaceful cuqpliance with and support
of the law and the government. It was, however, threats of legal
actiomand the results of litigation which were the direct causes
of district reorganization. For example, the threat of legal
action was significant even in the first token desegregation.
Uhder the original rulings, original plaintiffs in the suit against
the board would have been able to return to court if their current
applications had been denied, because they would have exhausted
their opportunities for administrative remedy. Later, direct
court orders were imposed to produce changes in the schools. After
the courts had ordered same changes in the Bradford schools, black
representatives on the Board of Education repeatedly urged the
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board to take action to avoid further directives, Warning that if
initiative was not taken, the courts would again step in. Particularly in
the 1950's, informal contacts with white leaders were used to argue
for cooperative efforts to bring about non-disruptive changes in the
systen. These examples of a search for alternative approaches to
litigation and of concern about the failure of local authority
suggests that black political leadership was somewhat reluctant to
move directly to the courts to pursue their goals. Such reservation
may indicate a recognition of the potential costs, in terms of
community support, involved in utilizing authority fran outside the
community.

That caution eventually proved to reflect a real problem. All
participants in school affairs in Bradford have tended to view
intervention and control fran outside the district, such as from
the state or federal governments, in a negative light, as infring-
ing upon the cormunity's autonomy and values. (Such attitudes toward
outsiders and-the tendency of communities to use outsiders as scape-
goats has been remarked upon in the anthropological literature; see
Frankenberg 1957 for an example.) The results of much .of the school
district's resistance to blacks' attempts at change was to accentuate
this cultural perspective toward outsiders, to link black interests
with the actions of the courts and finally to ease white abandonment
and discredit of the city schools. That is, focus on the imposition
of court orders and imposed change was used to portray the schools
as less worthy or important than previously. For example, the
cantinued reluctance of the district to initiate change and to
respond to the dedands for reorganization plans essentially gave the
courts ultimate responsibility for the future of the system and almost
assured. that the schools would have to be operated under injunction.
If the report is correct that district, leaders had decided in the 1950's
that reorganization would best be accamplished through litigation, then
it is difficult to assert that the Board of Education did not really
believe the judiciary would step in. In addition, after the actions
taken by the courts in the early 1960's, it would have been difficult
for district officials to hold to such beliefsIn fact, former officials
report that eventual desegretation and reorganization was anticipated fran
the start of the sixties.

Mass Protest

Demonstration and other protest activities appear to have been a
critical factor in desegregation and other changes in social race
relations in the Bradford community, especially with regard to city
services and issues having to do with bcusing. Its effects on school
affairs was less direct, although protest activities increased and
became more focused in the late sixties. The district was able to
retain a degree of insulation fran such activity, mithrnizing changes
in response to these demands. Nonetheless, several significant
achievements for blacks in the school system were brought about by
protest action, including the first hiring of bladk adminisUators
in the central office. Civil disruption and mass protest was paten-
tially very significant for the black population, especially as an
approach to changes in the symbolic aspects of education affairs.
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Such tactics move completely outside the established frame, ignoring
questions of sanctioned authority and legitimacy to present demands
directly and on the basis of the power of mass action. Protest and
civil disobedience is thus in itself a rejection of the traditional
frame, and its power has no dependence on or derivation from the
social positions and rights assigned within that frame. At the same
time, use of the mass protest approach can be clearly labelled as
illegitimate by those whose maintain the traditional cultural frame.
This is so because the power of demonstrations is not sanctioned and
can have no authority within that frame (or even be incorporated
within it). NO authority can be invoked to control protests, only
the application of force. Conversely, the protest activities could
not directly challenge the symbolic order in the district, because
they could not be classified as legitimate, nor could protest leaders
be assigned authority and still utilize the power of mass demonstrations.
Protest power, however, was instrumental in gaining positions of
authority for blacks, which could challenge the frameby claiming rights
within the social order. The use of protest activities to gain sack
positions also contributed to the attempts -by traditional interec-zs to
question the bases for the legitimacy of blacks' achievements in the
district.

Counters to Black Efforts

Using the various resources and factors indicated above, the tra-
ditional interests who controlled the school district resisted change
and greater input fran blacks until pressures and circumstances made
it acceptable to relinquish control. When this control was relinquished
to black interests, the move had an "all or nothing" character.
Essentially, the actions of the traditional IeaciPT-ship resulted in a
process of disengagement from the school system and from responsibility
for its character or direction, eventually leading to an almost total
abandonment of the district by those interests. In the process of that
abandonment the credibility and image of the district became increasingly
negative, and the system alienated many concerned citizens in Bradford.
In terms of the traditional cultural frame, a result of this process and
the "damage" incurred was to question the ability or character of the
district as a functioning educational institution which could provide
"quality" schooling. Thus, as blacks were gaining authority within
the district, the legitimacy of the system itself was being challenged
by the retreating leadership.__This result operated to maintain the
traditional symbolic position of blacks, since they continued to be
unable to attain acknowledged authority.

The interests who traditionally controlled the district were able to
utilize their organizational position, the issue of "outside intervention",
and the control of access to the school system offices to stall black
ccmmunity attempts to increase its input and to disengage fram the school
system. Since, as a result of the district's policies toward reorganiza-
tion, the courts were responsible for the specific plans which introduced
change into the system, district officials were able to plead that they
were uninvolved, that "they are ruining your schools " In addition to
the negative image of the schools being promoted by such statements,
the traditionally dominant interests were distancing themselves fran
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control and relinquishing leadership (although not their offices) in
the dist'.--i= -rganization. By the 1970 desegregation, a good deal of
control ,' XI.' future of the Bradford schools had essentially been
turnedc;-_ :-.he federal courts despite the intense interest in
school alzr.a.rs exhibited by a variety of both black and white civic
organizations.. The unsuccessful attempt to vote a merger of the
city and the county schools in the early 1970's night be construed
as a late trove to bring the city system into a larger district in
which the white student population and white political interests
could overwhelm the black community of the inner city. Certainly,
black voters perceived the move as detrimental and were instrumental
in the defeat of the measure.

By 1975 the time was ripe for the balance of power in the district
to shift significantly. Informants report the lassitude of staff in
the central office in the immediately preceding years. Further court
ordered changes were imminent. Meanwhile, city population had shifted
outward: the city schools exhibited an increasingly higher percentage
of bladk students. In contrast to its past reputation, the county
school system now was being seen as the "quality district and was
undertaking an expanded building program with the financial support
of the county's general fund, authorized by the county commissioners
Private schools and segregation academies as well had drawn a
portion of children from white families out of the city system.
It was in this context that the city council released its control
over appointments to the Board of Education. It was also in this
context that the 'lame duck' board closed schools in sane predominantly
black neighborhoods and hired a new superintendent.

In abandoning the city school system, the traditionally dominant
interests in the district also weakened the position (both symbolically
and practically) of the schools in the community. This "discredit" of
the district was to a great extent the result of the association of
the "new" authorities, i.e., the growing influence of blacks, with
the imposition of "unreasonable" plans for busing and other changes
by the courts, the failure of district leadership to respond to the
concerns of the district population, and the classification of the
changed system as "ruined," inadequate and inoperable. Cbmmunity
support was increasingly withdrawn fran the district in the 1970's as
these factors operated. The long history of stalling and resistance
to reorganization, the resulting uncertainties confronting families
in the district, the district's acceptance of "outside forces" which
"ruined" the system, the rhetoric of black/white opposition and the
increasingly negative presentation of the school system's image by
officials and by others in the district such as the newspapers, a
leadership that refused to act to regain control of the altered
district and to direct the system toward the future, and the continued
restrictions on community access to the district organization all
contributed to the alienation of the community from the schools. That
alienation was expressed by decreased involvement and a "critical atti
tude" on the part of Bradford citizens.
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Some of these factors showing abandonment and the failure of the
district's leadership can be seen in the system's response to the
charrette. The charrette was supported by a broad range of concerned
groups in Bradford, especially those traditionally excluded or
marginal to decision making, economic or political power in the city.
The same restrictions of access to the system and dismissal of concerns
which the district historically directed toward black interests was
applied to the charrette. At the same time, the district's distance
and passivity toward the event was in line with the trends of previous
years, now highlighted by the context of change and the high emotions
and deep concerns expressed by citizens in the community and at the
charrette. The commitment to the charrette movement was quite strong
among many who participated in it, as seen in the meetings subsequently
attempted. However, many individuals-who had been active in school
affairs were seriously disheartened and frustrated by the district's
response and withdrew from further support or input to the system.

The charrette showed the intense interest of the community in
school affairs and the district's maintenance of passivity in the
face of that interest. Although many of the concrete proposals of
the workshops may not have been feasible at the time, the input from
this mass movement offerred the school system an opportunity to regain
control of the schools with the support of the general community. That
district leadership declined this potential suggests their commitment
to a policy of abandonment, and to the goal of maintaining the tradi-
tional symbolic frame so long expressed by the organization of the
schools. The response to the charrette and the general failure to act
were parts of the symbolic conflict being conducted. Although the
achievement of input and authority by the black community could not
be indefinitely blocked, the legitimacy and competency of the entire
organization could be attacked. This challenge maintained the ability
to question the legitimacy of the blacks in the school system, by
delaying the sanction and support of the community for the whole
organization. Thus, there were "continued attempts to impose the
traditional black/white frames, e.g., seeing the actions of the board
and the system as expressions solely of the interests of the CSC
leadership, who are assumed to operate behind the scenes, or criticisms
that the board overstepped its rights and operated improperly by
interfering with administrative duties.
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CaJCLUDING REMARKS: Outcomes and Potentials

The symbolic value of the school district in Bradford and the
character of the organization indicates why change of the black
community's position in the schools encountered such resistance and
led to the results discussed above. Desegregation and other gains by
blacks seen to have progressed more rapidly:Jithe general community,
although many problems still confront black interests in the city.
The schools, however, remained for years a "conservative" bulwark,
resisting any restructure of the traditional social orCer. It was at
the symbolic level that the traditionally dominant interests that
controlled the school district most effectively defended their posi-
tion, and it was that level which was particularly salient in the
development of black input. The processes of disengagement, aliena-
tion and criticism in the district tended to continue the operation
of the traditional frame distinguishing blacks and whites. The
reference points for application of the frame shifted somewhat to
encompass the whole district, with the city system becoming the
black district and contrasted with the county schools. In a sense,
the character of the schools has continued to be identified as either
"black" or "white" with corresponding expressions of the premises of
the dual systen. The legitimacy of black accomplishments and achieved
authority as well as their abilities and cargoetency was questioned by
its identification with "outside" intervention.

Thus, the pursuit of greater voice in school affairs by the black
community resulted in practical and organizational gains, but black
leadership encountered difficulty in maintaining the challenge to the
.traditional frame and to the arrangement of the educational sector of
the community arena as symbolic of the structure of plural relations
and discrimination. The long process of conflict and the resistance
and abandonment in the district by traditional interests left the
school system with a damaged image and strained relations with a
critical community. The problems of symbolic conflict have affected
the operation of the schools. Local schools have developed in past
years a great deal of autonomy, the relations between parents and the
school have becane attenuated, and the controls over children's
behavior and performance weakened (see Clement et al 1978 for further
discussion of these effects at the local school level)... The critical
attitude of the caarramity has placed a good deal of pressure on
system officials and the board. Mistakes and misunderstandings have
provoked substantial reactions. Conflicts within the central office
during the transition from the traditional district to the reorganized
system hampered administrators and policy-makers during the past
decade.

The task which faced the reorganized district after 1975 was to
re-establish the legitimacy and credit of the schools within the
carraunity. These issues are still in process. Key developments in
this re- establishment will probably center around the creation of an
image of revitalized and dynamic leadership and presentation of the
district as unified in organization and purpose. Criticisms and accu-
sations of the schools as dominated by the narrow interests of black
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leadership may have to be replaced by a perception of an education
oriented organization, focused on the provision of "quality education"
to its student clientele. There are sane indications of progress in
the accomplishment of these tasks, such as the city's positive
response to the new superintendent and the district's programs to
create sites of input intermediate to the central office and the local
schools (Clement et al 1978:88-92).

Possibily most important in terms of legitimacy, and perhaps
necessary for the accomplishment of change in the basic pattern of
social relations, would be the re-association of the school system
with the community as a whole. Although conflict and criticism may
eventilArly decrease, the legitimacy of black community goals and
actions in education will be denied so long as the city schools are
perceived as distinct from the rest of Bradford and categorized
separately, e.g., as a "black" or as an "inner-city district." That
is, the segregated social order and plural discrimination will
continue to be symbolized by the organization of the schools, with
black autonomy within their own district rather than within their
neighborhood schools.

Regardless of the outcomes of the symbolic negotiations,
representatives of black interests have achieved control over most of
the educational resources available in the district. Their substantive
gains have been enormous, considering the situation in 1950. This
achievement is significant for an alternative path which the black
carmunity might pursue in the plural context of American society.
That is, the development of greater autonomy by the black community
may eventually lead to escape from a position of plural subordination
to corporate or interest group status in the society. Judging from
the course of events in Bradford over the last three decades, however,
the achievement of such status or:of full incorporation will be a long
process involving suustantial effort and persistence.
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NOTES

This paper is based upon research conducted from February 1979
through January 1980, supported by grant number NIE-G-79-0043
from the National Institute of Education. Same of the data
examined in the research reported here was collected from 1975
through 1977 in work supported by NIE grant 400-76-0008.
Ethnographic techniques were employed in all research to
Obtain information about current and recent historical events
and the experiences and perspectives of participants. In
addition to interviews, observations and similar techniques,
documentary data and secondary sources were utilized.
Psuedonyms are used throughout the paper to preserve same
degree of anonymity. Also, details of individuals' or groups'
actions are sometimes modified or obscured in order to achieve
that purpose. Citations of secondary sources that would clearly
identify the community have been omitted.

2. The term 'strategies' is used to describe the establishment of
objectives and utilization of resource to reach those objectives
which may be seen, in hindsight, to have occurred among the
various participants in the events. We do not mean to imply
that the various actors always proceeded on the basis of long
range plans, comprehensive decision - raking, or conscious pursuit
of "optimal" programs for action, although same may have done so
on particular issues or points. Rather, we wish to focus on those
trends of action and negotiation in social relations which can
be distinguished when events are viewed fran a historical perspec-
tive.

3. The incident reported here was described by a secondary source.
This "silence is silence" response was used on other occasions,
e.g., by the mayor and the city council, according to one
informant. Such a response is consistent with the pattern of
white control of communication with representatives of black
interest.

4. Such support fray the black community has been important
especially when the city has attempted to obtain state or
federal programs for development or funds. These projects
often require firm and unified expressions of interest from
the local community.

5. The groups had :been active in the past as well, but much of that
early activity had been in the form of infrequent civil unrest
or riots. CNC leadership has its origins in business and middle-
class groups but has always articulated its desire to represent
all segments of the black population. Leaders admit that
inclusion of law income and working class blacks has been
problematic over the years. In the 1950's, representation in
the CNC from labor and union groups appeared to be greater than
what was subsequently seen.
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6. One source claims that this position was explicitly communicated
by a school board member. Other informants concur that boards
through the 1960's and early 70's were "dragging their feet"
or "didn't care" about the possibility of court orders.

7. Some blacks also criticize the school system, reporting
similar feelings of exclusion. Such exclusion is sometimes seen
as reflecting class differences or political persuasion. Same
blacks have criticized the district apparently fran the belief
that the system is still dominated by whites through the superin-
tendent (the individual who was recently replaced) .
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